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;"Messenger Boys", Tricky President Wagner Tomokan Finances SNAKEDANCE AND PEP RALLY OPENS
In Black
c^^Tactics Tackled By Tribunal Blasts Education Back
COLORFUL 1949 HOMECOMING
Marcia Mulholland

"'•^^Jasketball Outlook
^^^^^Beanery Food Waste
Are Also Discussed

student Council pulled a triple
reverse last night when they
Idumped the Who's Who selections
iback mto the laps of the Student
leans. Debate at times waxed
'hoi and heavy in a meeting that
record for discussion and
legislation.
Although the discussion on the
I6S selection of candidates for the an"' Clothe,
nual publication, Who's Who in
American Colleges, highlighted
the evening Council still found
Or tpialf-a-dozen other matters to take
under consideration. The prospects of having a varsity basketball team, the rejection of an inba.
uiry into the meaning of the
lonfeience method, an appeal to
he better nature of women, and
motion to have members stand
in addressing the Council got affirmative votes. While the Homecoming parade, the alias of mesAll The Wffsenger boys for Council members,
and methods for saving money by
conservation in the Beanery, came
under discussion.

As Taught Today

Frosh To Lampoon
"I Remember Ma"
The Freshman class of 1949 has
oig plans for the coming year according to class President, Emoi-y
Hunter. Foremost on the agenda
is the Freshman show planned for
December 4, and the Homecoming bonfire.

Solves Own Problem

Turn on the radio and you
murder mystery; go to the
At November's meeting of the
or watch television and you get a Publications Union Marcia Mulfast and furious western; buy a
comic book and you got such holland found the solution to finbeautiful examples of English as ancing the Tomokan with a profit.
"try dis in the belly ya louse."
The big problem of the PubliThat, stated President Paul A. cations Union was the large defiWagner of Rollins, is what today's cit of the Tomokan year book.
teachers must compete with with
In the beginning of the year it
nothing more than textbooks.
In addressing the third general was estimated to be about $365
session of the Florida Congress of and further investigation raised
Parents and Teachers in Orlando, the deficit nearly twice as much,
November 9, President Wagner making it almost $600.
pointed out that things were enA fter several cuts were made
tirely different one hundred years
in the plan of the year book, such
ago.
as one color instead of two, and
He ordered all the lights in the reducing the number of pages.
auditorium of the First Methodist Miss Mulholland found another
then Church of Orlando turned money-saving procedure. By havout, and then read a McGuffy ing Ann Garretson take some of
reader by a candle placed in a the Tomokan pictures and only
century old lantern. The student pay for the expense of printing,
of a century ago had no competi- Marcia estimated she would not
tion for his attention from radios, only meet her deficit, but be
phonographs,
comic
books, $102.11 to the good. This is only
movies, or television. His teacher, an estimated figure, but tho probtextbook, and candle were all he lem of the deficit now seems to
had.
bo partly solved with an estiHowever, today's teachers must mated budget as was presented
fight fire with fire, and use such to the Publications Union.
modern media of education as the
radio or motion picture, or allow
their children to be taught by
those who will make use of them,
stated the Rollins President.
Calling words in textbooks in- •
adequate,
Dr. Wagner
then
pointed out how lax American j Highlighting our Homecoming
Schools are in teaching the mean- j week-end will be two open houses
ing behind words. He held up a at the president's home on Interlarge placard with the word i lachen Ave., with President and
"Pierre" on it, and asked various j Mrs. Wagner as hosts. On Nopeople what it meant to them. To' vember 19th from 5-7 p.m., a
some it was a French name, to j buffet supper will climax the
others a city in South Dakota. In Homecoming-House Warming to
asking for more information about which all Rollins alumni and
the kind of people that lived in trustees are invited. Assisting
Pierre, what they did, etc., Dr. | Mrs. Wagner in serving will be
Wagner drew negative replies. • ten coeds and the commissary
The word meant nothing to them ' staff.
other than a city in South Dakota, j
A reception in honor of the en"In between direct experience;
tire Rollins family is planned for
and words in a textbook is the \
Sunday
afternoon.
Alumni,
second and best way to teach; the
trustees, faculty staff and student
re-creation of facts," declared <
body, and also residents of WinPresident Wagner. "Only 22% ofj
ter Park are invited. Light reour student teachers are being in-'
freshments will be served.
structed in the use of such aids,
The president's home having
and only 5% of our schools have
projectors. We need more than just been newly furnished and refactual information—we need un- decorated will be further beautiderstanding of the facts. We must fied by floral arrangements of
come to a communications revolu- Florida flowers.
Mrs. Wagner expressed her
tion. The great failure of American Education is the failure lo corrpplete delight at finally having the opportunity to entertain
educate for citizenship."
in her new home. ''We would
At the invitation of President like to have had everyone over
Doak Campbell of Florida State before, but because of renovation
University, President Wagner ad- we really haven't had any chairs
dressed the Garnet and Gold ban- for people to sit in," was a friendquet at the university on the same ly statement of Mrs. Wagner,
subject November 11.

The Freshman Show, which
will be held in the Annie Russell
Theatre, is a takeoff on "I Remember Mama" which will close
the day before the show. Under
the direction of George Lymburn,
the show began rehearsals Sunday night at Rec Hall, and a large
percent of the class turned out.
The class will scour the woods
for fuel, and the bonfire will be
held in back of the tennis courts
following a snake dance through
Winter Park. This will take place
immediately after Beans tomorrow night.
Because of the traditional efforts on the part of the High
School lo burn down the fire before schedule. Hunter says, "I am
not going lo lell you our defense
methods, but we are going to
WINTER PAH
PAST HISTORY
keep our eyes on lhe bonfire."
Who's Who has been a major
The committee for the collection
Froblem since the first meeting of of wood and guarding the fire,
the Council, at that lime it was Don Jones, Wally Moon, Don
moved that the selections be, Geddes, and Clyson Kyle. The
dropped from the campus. On the i day watch for the girls will be
'following week, after a discussion directed by Janie Johannas.
'of selections by the individual
Hunter says that the Freshman
groups, lhe selections were rein- class this year has a lot of class
staled by a one vote margin.
spirit and is very ambitious and
The problem that remained was well unified. Although he has
the old thorn, who was to pick made no definite plans for any
the candidates. President Davis other activities, he expects to
appointed a faculty committee of break all traditions possible.
Professors King, Vestal, and Darrah to consider the problem. They
came up with an automatic selection chart that would take the
two men and two women who had
the highest scholastic rating at the
end of their junior year, the president of the Student Council, the
The Children's Charity Drive,
president of Libra, and one or sponsored by the Chapel Staff of
more students to be chosen from the Knowles Memorial Chapel of
among the leaders of other Rollins College, will begin Moncampus groups or activities. The day, November 21, and end Sunreport was unanimously endorsed day, November 27. During the
without discussion at the Council entire week, each student, staff
meeting a week ago. The prob- and faculty member will be asked
settled.
lem ;
to contribute a minimum of $2
apiece.
AT IT AGAIN
The money will be collected by
Jack McCauslin set lhe stage
the
members of the Chapel Staff
for a final reversal last Monday
when under new business he said and a commillee composed of
representatives
within lhe fraterhis group thought the Key society
would be a better group to choose nities and sororities on campus.
a candidate from than the Libra's. The latter will gather the contriPresident Davis pointed oui that butions in envelopes from the inrespective
technically debate was closed on dividuals of Iheir
groups; the former, from the
Winter I Who's Who. Hank Gooch moved members of lhe administration,
to reopen the question for discussion this was unanimously passed faculty and staff.
Heading the drive are Joe Pofollowing a brief verbal bout bej "In addition to the six plays
tween Davis and Jack Sayers. peck, Bob Boyle, and Ken Fenthat will be presented this year,
Sayers was opposed to the con- derson. Through their combined
Art Swacker of St. Louis, Mo., some outstanding movies will be
tinual voting on the same ques- efforts, the drive has been organized and integrated so that it can former Student Council president, shown in the Annie Russell Thetion.
iPH
Following a second motion by be accomplished in a short in- was elected president of the Rol- atre," Mr. Howard Bailey, direclins Senior Class at elections held tor of the ART, announced.
Gooch that the qualifications as terval of time.
letoPl'f drawn up by the faculty commit- The Chapel Christmas Fund in the Annie Russell Theatre on The first of these movies to
George be presented will be Eugene
tee be rejected. The Council Drive is an annual affair of the Wednesday, Nov. 9.
unanimously rejected the qualifi- Chapel Committee. This year, the Franklin of Hialeah and James O'Neiirs MORNING BECOMES
cations they had unanimously ac- drive is concerned with the care Anderson of Orlando were elected ELECTRA.
It will be shown
cepted the week before. Gooch of children in Europe and this vice president and secretary- December 13, 14, 15, with both
then moved to appoint a commit- country. Through various non- treasurer, respectively.
matinee and evening showings.
tee of three students to draw up profit organizations, children of
Swacker served as president of Other movies to be shown some
a plan for selection of the Who's the world are cared for. How- the Student Council during 1948- time during the winter term will
Who candidates. This motion was ever, in many instances, the re- 49 and is a member of the Omi- be Somerset Maugham's QUARwithdrawn when Davis pointed lief work does not penetrate deep cron Delta Kappa national honor- TET, and Richard De Rochmont's
out that the deadline for selec- enough, and as a result many ary fraternity. In addition, he is outstanding
documentary
film
tions was next Monday the 21st. children are forgotten, left to edu- a past president of the X Club LOST BOUNDARIES.
Jack Sayers rose to remark that cate themselves, left to feed them- and has been active on the StuFor
all
of
the
pictures
there
"we are right back where we selves, left to grow up without dent-Faculty Disciplinary Comwill be a special low price of 60c
guidance and proper training.
mittee.
for all faculty and students.
)ffi
George Franklin is president of
The Children's Charity Drive
NOT MESSENGER BOYS
The movies which are shown
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
attempts
to
reach
these
unforAt this point Davis admitting
free
to the students and faculty
and is playing his fourth year of
he was out of order, said he would tunate children by sending them
varsity football. He is also a in the Annie Russell Theatre
gifls
of
food
and
clothing
through
step down and voice his opinion
member of the Omicron Delta come through the generosity and
organizations
such
as
the
Foster
if the vice president were there to
Kappa and the Rollins "R" Club. interest of Mr. Harry M. Warner,
take over, but since he wasn't, he Parent Plan. Under the auspices
Anderson has been active in the president of Warner Brothers.
said he would say what he of the Foster Parent group, Rol|.2i2'
A committee consisting of one
thought any way. Davis then told lins College last week adopted a Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and
the
French Club. Ho is a past member of the student body, Ann
lillie
Greek
girl,
age
11,
from
the representatives they should
Knight, one member of the staff,
secretary
of
the
Interfraternity
Salonika,
Greece.
Her
name—
read the constitution. They did
Cynthia Eastwood, and one memCouncil.
not have to get a group opinion Theodora Manzari.
The voting for each of the three ber of lhe faculty, Mr. Howard
By the contributions of stuon every move they made, he said.
Bailey, choose the movies for the
The editor had called them no dents, faculty and staff, the Rol- positions was hotly contested as
year from a release sheet sent
more than messenger boys in his lins Chapel Staff can continue the nominees had solid backing
from Warner Brothers.
TWO
by
their
supporters.
(Continued on Page 5, Column 6)
Continued on Page 5, Col. 7)
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Wagners Open Home
To All This Sunday

Ciiapel Staff
Initiates Drive

Art Swacker Elected
Senior Glass President

Movies To Be Added

Pres. and Mrs. Wagner
To Hold Open House
For Rollins Alumni
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Pictured above are six of the seven candidates for Homecoming
Queen. One of these beauties will be announced as the wining entry
during the half-time activities at the Homecoming game Saturday
night. Pictured are: Belty Micholson, Alys Olgelsby, Jean Muoro,
Phyllis McRae, Kathy Dawson and Matilann Thoms. Not pictured
is Heather Nichols.

Wagner Awards
Scholastic Cups

All-Goethe Prograni
Marks Centenial

Declaring that it was always a I A program commemorating the
pleasure to give away scholastic i birth of Johann Wolfgang von
cups and crown Homecoming Goethe will be presented by the
queens, but declining to name Rollins family on December 7th.
which gives the most pleasure, The program will begin at 8:15
President Wagner awarded scho- in the Annie Russell Theater and
lastic cups to Alpha Phi Lambda will include a string quartet and
and Phi Mu at honors assembly vocal solos and recitations.
yesterday. He announced that
Professor Ernst Feise, chairany group which wins the cup man cf the German Department
three times is entitled to perma- of Johns Hopkins University, will
nent possession of the trophy, as give the main address of the evean incentive for X Club who ning entitled "The Challenge of
already has two legs on the tro- Our Days."
phy, but finished in an unnamed
"Urnfaust," which has been
position this year.
called "the essence of human
After Dean Stone read the
search for truth," will be prehonor roll for spring term last
sented in its original draft form
year, and the year '48-'49 on the
by theater arts students. Gothe
whole. President Wagner went on
worked on "Urfaust" his entire
to apoligize for liis numerous
life and the finished product as
absences from campus to date. He
known today was not completed
explained that he felt it was best
until shortly before his death in
to start the fund raising activities
1832.
This presentation is the
early this year, and state, by
original draft which he wrote as
m-eans of accepting many invitaa young man.
tions to speak, the fact that
Recitations of poems reprealthough Rollins' great leader, Dr.
Holt, has left, Rollins College is sentative of his works will be
still in business and will continue given by Rollins students.
The bicentenary of the birth
onward. He does not want the
student body to think his detach- of Gothe, said to be probably the
ment will be permanent, for he latest of mankind's great univerbelieves the first duty of a college sal minds, has been celebrated
by festivals this year the world
president is on campus.
over. Colleges throughout the
United
States have commemoGUYS FROM TEXAS, JOHNNY
BELINDA, and JUNE BRIDE rated this occasion and an especially
great
celebration was held
have been shown already this
year, A re-release of the film in Aspen, Colorado.
SERGEANT YORK will be shown
December the 8th in the A. R. T.
All these movies are sent free
to the college except for the express charges. The films to be
shown winter and spring terms
will be chosen by the committee
at the end of this term.

Dr. Rudolph Fischer, who is in
charge of the Rollins program,
hopes lo make this a concentrated
version of Aspen's celebration.
"It is our hope and purpose," he
stated, "to bring closer to the public the great genius and works of
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)

eekend
open
ning
Ho
officially on Friday evening with
a pep rally and bonfire at 7:15
p.m. This year's ambitious schedule promises to be the best Homecoming ever.
Highlighting the
program will be an open house
by the Wagners, the crowning of
the Homecoming queen and a
mammoth parade through Winter
Park and Orlando.
The Freshman Class,as in the
past, will be in charge of the bonfire. The fire will be built between the tennis courts and Virginia Avenue on the school
grounds. Following the bonfire
a snake dance will be held.
On Saturday all sororities, fraternities and independent dorms
will hold open house. The visiting hours will be from 10 a.m.
until 3 p.m.
Exhibition tennis matches will
also be held on Saturday morning
on the Rollins courts between
10:30 a.m. and 12 p.m.
PARADE ROUTE
At 2 p.m. the car, float and
beauty court parade will comimence. The cars, which will be
lined up on Holt Avenue will
drive down Interlachen Avenue
to Webster and procede on to
Park Avenue. The route then
continues along Orange Avenue
until they reach the Gateway between Orlando and Winter Park.
At this point a police escort will
lead the parade into Orlando. The
bands will join the group at
Orange Avenue and Cheney
Place, and the entire entourage
will march up Orange Avenue,
turning right at Church Street
and continuing west until they
reach
the
Greater
Orlando
Stadium.
An exhibition of water skiing
is also scheduled for Saturday afternoon. This will take place on
Lake Osceola at 3:30 p.m.
At 7:30 p.m. there will be a review and judging of the floats as
they circle the football field within Orlando Stadium. Kick-off
time for the Rollins-Davidson
game will be promptly at 8 p.m.
HALF TIME SHOW
The committee has a gala halftime show planned. The crack
Davidson band will entertain
while the three prize-winning
floats circle the field. After the
floats leave the field the band
continues to hold the spotlight.
The Homecoming queen and her
court will make an entrance just
as the Davidson band marches off
the field. The Lake Wales band
will enter from the north side of
the field simultaneously with the
queen's arrival. The band will
then proceed to mid-field and
form two columns along the fortyyard stripes. As the band strikes
up "A Pretty Girl Is Like A
Melody" President Wagner and
Hugh Davis, accompanied by
flower bearers, will approach the
queen. President Wagner will
then crown the queen, and after
the playing of the Rollins Alma
Mater, the half-time festivities
will have come to a close.
Following the game an informal
dance will be held at the Dubsdread Country Club between
11:30 p.m. and 1:30 a.m.
Homecoming weekend will continue on Sunday with services in
the Knowles Memorial Chapel at
9:45 a.m.
Wagners to Hold Open House
In the afternoon. President and
Mrs. Wagner will hold open
house for the Rollins family between the hours of 3 p.m. and
6 p.m. This will give the Rollins
graduates who have not as yet
met the Wagners an excellent opportunity to do so.
The Homecoming committee has
spared neither time nor effort in
an endeavor to make the 1949
Homecoming one of the outstanding events of the year. The com(Continued on Page 5, Column 3)
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Thundering Heard

Helen of Troy Sorority Proxies Chapel Tower
"Old Green Eyes" Davis Hits Back With Suggestions
A Perfect 36 Use Sheepskin ComesfromMixing
The Unmixables
By MARIAN EBERSON

By BOB PECK

Homecoming Committee Gets Week's Boquet
W e t a k e off t h e h a i r s h i r t t h i s w e e k to h a n d o u t r o s e s
to those deserving. Those deserving are the H o m e c o m i n g
committee members.
W e t a k e y o u b e h i n d t h e s c e n e s to r e v e a l t h e w o r k t h e s e
p e o p l e a c c o m p l i s h e d to i n s u r e a s u c c e s s f u l H o m e c o m i n g .
A n d so, r o s e s t o H a n k G o o c h , c h a i r m a n of t h e H o m e c o m i n g c o m m i t t e e , for a n e x c e l l e n t o r g a n i z a t i o n a n d p l a n n i n g j o b — s u c h as w r i t i n g i n v i t a t i o n a l l e t t e r s to D a v i d s o n
a l u m n i a n d a r r a n g i n g for t h e L a k e W a l e s B a n d to p l a y a t
half t i m e .
T o C h a p M c D o n n e l l a n d P h i l H a y e s for o r g a n i z i n g a n d
a r r a n g i n g for c a r s in t h e p r e - g a m e p a r a d e t h r o u g h O r l a n d o .
T o J a c k M c D o w a l l for h i s a b l e p u b l i c r e l a t i o n s j o b in
Orlando.
J a c k also a r r a n g e d for t h e a c c o m m o d a t i o n s of
the visiting Davidson team.
T o C a r o l y n A l f r e d for s e t t i n g u p t h e H o m e c o m i n g Q u e e n
e l e c t i o n s . C. A . also a r r a n g e d for t h e Q u e e n ' s flowers a n d
the Beauty Court.
T o N a n V a n Zile for a r r a n g i n g t h e H o m e c o m i n g D a n c e
a t D u b s . T h a n k h e r for g e t t i n g t h e b a n d a n d d e c o r a t i o n s
T o F r a n k W i l l i a m s o n , local b u s i n e s s m a n , for a r r a n g i n g
for o u r A l u m n i visit. M r . W i l l i a m s o n is also r e s p o n s i b l e
for p o l i c e e s c o r t s in t h e p a r a d e .
T o t h e c h e e r l e a d e r s for w o r k i n g e x t r a h a r d to p e r f e c t
the n e w cheers which you will hear S a t u r d a y night.
T h e r e it is, folks. O n l y o n e t h i n g is n e e d e d to s e w u p a
B a n n e r H o m e c o m i n g — y o u r c o o p e r a t i o n a n d s p i r i t . — S h a l l Do?
K.E.F.
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WITH THE FOLLOWING EDJTOIUAL

Whatever becomes of the formei rulers of the Rollins roosts;
While they are seniors, even theii
private lives are topics of public
conversation; but when they graduate, they drop out of the public
eye like hot potatoes. Or tomatoes.
as the case happens to be; for this
is to give you the scoop on the
present activities of our past co-ed
presidents.
Remember "Magnolia"? Last
year Mag, formally known as
Martha MacDonald, was president
of Alpha Phi and Pan Hellenic
council, and was most often seen
gracing the chassis of Cecil Van
Hoose's "Blue Goose." She is now
half-owner of this famous crate,
having changed her name, and her
occupation from student to wife,
this past August. Mag is in Kentucky teaching music to a schoolful of kids—all twelve grades.

Do you have too much homework? You do? Well, here's a
way to cut it in half. Suppose,
By DEAN DARRAH
for instance, that for Monday you
have a test on the Iliad of Homer
Little sermons come at the
(Sweet Homer). Your worries
strangest moments. Do you
are over! Here's the whole story
member the rain storm that
in a nutshell.
showered the Fiesta this spring'
'Way back before the days of
The booths were just set up and
Hoover prosperity, a guy named
business had just begun when the
Menelaus married a perfect 36"
heavens opened. In no time the
named Helen. They had hardly
crepe paper decorations were limp
gotten back from Niagara Falls
and the color was running out. It
when along came a smoothie
was strange to see the Rollins
named Paris who whisked Helen
Blue and Gold lose their briloff to Troy, a small city in u p liance, merge their colors on the
state New York. One day, as
soaked paper and become a sickly
Helen sat reading a copy of the
green. The "blue of the sky"
Troy Faloy and knitting argyles
and "the gold of setting sun" lost
for Paris, who should come along
their identity in a shabby hue of
but Priam and Hecuba, his paw
green.
and maw.
Well, it occurred to me then
"Who's that?" asked Priam.
Then there is Janet Ott, who and it comes back to me now that
"That," said Hecuba, "is the
last year presided over the Chi "old green eyes" comes from mixnew hour glass that's been sharing
O's. She has thrown Rollins over ing things that are fine by themsheets with your son."
for Yale, where she is doing grad- selves but in combinations are
"That lucky old son!" said
uate work for her master's degree unsightly and distressing. Envy
Priam, taking a salt tablet.
in social science.
usually comes from wanting to be
Meanwhile, Menelaus was irriAnother ambitious ex-prexy is ourselves and wanting to be sometated, and, instead of lighting an
one else at the same time. I say
Sylvia
Verdin,
who
led
Gamma
Old Gold, called the boys together
Phi. This summer she traveled in wanting to be ourselves and someand said, "I want her back!"
one else too, for none of us are
"Don't cry, Mo," said Agamem- France, Italy, and Switzerland, really anxious to change places.
non, "Let her go, let her go, let and studied in Paris. Sylvia is
now in Mexico City, and hopes
We often say, "Boy I'd sure like
her go!"
to return to Europe via the dip- his money," or, "I'd sure like her
But Menelaus was determined.
lomatic service.
looks." But do we want to be
It was tough to get all those
Joan Leonard, former Independ- that other person? Do you want
Greeks together.
It was rush
week and most of them were ent president, is proving her in- that personality, that family for
dependence by taking up an un- yours; that temperment, those
pretty busy.
"We can always count on the usual career—apprentice drafts- ulcers, that reputation; or those
X Club," said Nestor, a wise guy. man. At the present she is in fears and anxieties? The moral
is the same as that of the sword
"I know!" said Menelaus, jump- Boston.
ing up and down. "Let's get b- The name of Shirley Fry is of Damocles, you can't have anbecoming well-known throughout other's goods, powers and assets
Achilles. He's big."
Achilles was big. He didn't the world. Shirley, who was presi- without their problems, shortcomneed any padding in his sport dent of Theta and one of Rollins' ings, and vices.
jackets, and stood 12 feet in his top tennis stars, is following up
Your life and virtues are yours.
her talent in the field of sports. You can't be yourself and graft
Adler shoes.
Everything was ready at last. This summer she toured the ten- another specie to your soverign
Soon the Greeks were skimming nis circuit in Europe and the self. What virtues you have must
over the waters, when something United States, playing at Wimble- come as your talents mature and
don and on the Wightman Cup your art grows in expression.
went swimming by.
"What's that?" asked AganTem- team. She plans to take a short Envy just mixes up the spectrum
jaunt this winter to South Africa, and its color is sickly green.
non.
"Shirley Mae France," said followed by England and France
next spring and summer. Right
Nestor.
At last they landed. "So this now she's resting—no wonder!
is Troy," said Achilles with disP a t German, former Kappa
gust.
president, is doing secretarial and
"You're
expectink
maybe lab work for a Fort Lauderdale
Greenwich Village?" asked Nes-' doctor.
She has new plans,
tor.
though, for personal interviewing
If you meet Milt Blakemore,
And so for ten years they, with the Florida State Industrial Nat Friedland, or Hugh Davis
fought, and everyone had a good
running around with a camera,
time making the opponent's teeth
Another former Rollins tennis particularly during Homecoming,
play Follow the Leader down h star, Jean Clarke, is finding plenty look pretty but don't ham it up—
throat.
to keep her busy. Last year's they're shooting THE ROLLINS
Achilles wouldn't fight at first prexy for Pi Phi, Jean is now STORY. Every student is an
because he only had half a shield, making her debut at her home in actor! Although Hollywood has
At last he joined in, saying that Birmingham. She plans to teach been bidding for the finished film,
he could use half a shield. "Don't tennis sometime in the near fuhich is supposed to be hush,
be half safe," warned Nestor.
ture. This winter will find her hush, it will be shown first in thi
And so at last Menelaus rescued at Birmingham Southern College Annie Russell by the end of thi
Helen.
"Darling,"
he
said, for her master's degree.
term. "Everybody wants to get
"you're changed!"
Sue Adams left the presidency into the act," ain't a complaint
"I ran out of SERUTAN," she of Phi Mu for the Charity Hos'n it comes to THE ROLLINS
said, sobbing.
pital, where she will enter this STORY. If you're where thing;
Yes, she had changed. The face December.
Her
post-graduate are happening, you're in! If you
that had once launched a thou- work there will leave her a medi- ain"t, you'll be sorry. (Football
sand ships couldn't have launched cal laboratory technician.
players please note: No primpin,
a cork in Salt Lake. But Mo took
This all goes to show that Rol- in the huddles!)
her back to his rose-covered cot- lins girls do have something on I
tage in Connecticut, where they their minds besides men-—tempo- •
The usual fall salesmen seem
lived happily ever after.
rarily, anyway.
to be invading the campus
Isn't it surprising what a little
again. Students are reminded
dition
through
unsatisfied
curiof that SERUTAN can do?
Ihat no salesman of any kind
osity; it is feared that he will
is allowed on campus at any
become violent if the suspense
time.
continues.

You Ain't Nothin'if
You're Not In The Act

Dear Editor:
About your editorial in the
November third issue of the
"Spur. Being president of said
Council and therefore
being
largely responsible for "a goo<
bad Council," I would like to say
a few thousand words in its behalf.
There is an old game around
Rollins called passing the buck,
and I'll swing right in line with
this pass-time and slip the buck
from the Council over to the
organizations that send representatives to the meetings.

If there is trouble with the
Council, it did not start in the
Alumni House some Monday
night.
No, it started in the
"groups." Why? Well, first of
all they do a poor job of instructing their representatives. If a
group wishes something brought
up in the Council, give it to the
representative in the form of a
motion. In that way he or she
can get up in the meeting and say
"I move that so and so be done,"
instead of saying "My group asked
me to see if the Council couldn't
do something about so and so."
If this were done the Council
could get its work done in half
the time.
Another point that is up to the
groups to straighten out is this
rubbish about "messenger boys."
If you don't like this idea tell your
representative that he has the
power to vote as he or she thinks
best. One of the main reasons
that you don't hear "involved discussion" at the meetings is that
some of the members don't feel
that they can discuss a matter
unless they know how their
groups feel about it.
True, some of the members may
not be to interested in what goes
on at the meetings, but then, some
people aren't interested in playing chess, so why make them' play.
So if your representative isn't interested in the Council, why don't
you pick one that is; say the
president of your group.
These remarks are not aimed
at any one group but arc simply
defense for the present Council.
ive the members of the Council
chance. Offer them some constructive criticism. Suggest new
eas and viewpoints. This CounI can work and will work well
ith the cooperation of the
groups.
As for your ideas on the matter
the size of the Council, possibly
you are right. But I think you

will sec quite a change in t^g
Council as the members get
little more used to what they arp
supposed to do and why they i^r.
it.
One last thing, to the entire
student body, and particularly to
the people who may want to grip^
about the Council. Before you
condemn this Council, I hope yon
will at least come to one or two
meetings and see for yourself
what goes on there.
Sincerely,
HUGH C. DAVIS,
President Student Counci

Rollins Handyman
Handy With Words
By ZELMA BANDLER
"I love people!" This startling
assertion was made by Superintendent of Grounds George Cartwright, Sr., in expressing his feelings toward humanity in general
and campusites in particular. Mr.
Cartwright, who according to
his own statement, "lives and
breathes Rollins," has officially
filled the position of superintendent since 1927, and has unofficially been "master landscaper,
plumber, electrician, carpenter,
ght-watchman
and
general
flunkey ever since."
Reminiscing, the superintendent recalls, "when we were just
getting started the campus looked
like a cross between the Sahara
Desert and a big weed patch; I've '
been trying to keep the weedpatch down for 22 years now."
On looking back, Mr. Cartwright
remembers the Carnegie Librarjas the toughest landscaping job
he ever tackled. "We had lots
of bare space, but no shrubbery,
and no money: I went to Prexy
Holt and got a five-dollar donation from him, donated five dollars myself, then collected enougli
from the students to pay for some
bushes. We landscaped that area,
sure enough! The irrigation system for Carnegie bothered us for
a while too, but a packing house
in Orlando burned down and 1
got all the pipe from there as
salvage. We put the system in
with that same pipe," he laughs;
"that was some job!"
These episodes are typical of
Continued on Page 5, Col. 5)

4^onr Jiea

Shop

Author of Wires
Still A Mystery

Unassumingly yet mighty, sharp and pointed, well-rounded yet many
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name implies,
victorious in single combat and therefore without a peer, wonderfuUy
Who's the cowardly cur who's
attrictive and extensive in circulation; all these will he found upon investigabeen sending anonymous teletion to he among the extraordinary qualitis of the Sandspur.
grams to Paul (alias Cockney)
Runyan? Runyan, who served in
the Danish Navy during the
war, played the part of "Cocky,"
a British merchant - sailor in
O'Neill's "In the Zone," given reof specific questions, the discus- cently at the Fred Stone Theatre,
By ZELMA BANDLER
sions are informal; in that way he and received on an average of
The term "hand-picked" may feels that he can better judge the two derogatory, anonymous telewell be applied to Rollins students aspirant. The director, who has grams per performance. Chronoin the future, thanks to the efforts had ten years of experience in logically they are:
of admission director, Jack Rich. education and graduate work,
Recently returned from an inter- states as the aim of his work here,
"Don't give up the ship! Love
view-tour of the northern part of the development of a type of stu- and kisses . . .
the state, Mr. Rich plans to see dent who can get the most out of
The Danish Navy."
individuals in the southern region tho opportunities at Rollins.
. Suggest you
this week.
"What we are trying to achieve
"The first week in December here is unusual; our education rejoin the Danish Navy . . .
Eugene O'Neill."
I'll be on the West Coast of Flor- system aims at the ideal; aiming
ida, and I'll meet Northern stu- the education al the individual, as
"Am suing for defamation of
dents after Christmas," Mr. Rich an individual."
character . . . Suggest you see
briefly outlined his immediate
Mr. Rich offers a standing in- lawyer , . .
schedule. In his interview-tour vitation for campus-ites to bring
A Bloody Hound."
plan the new admissions director any suggestions or gripes to him.
"After due consideration I agree
personally talks to students inter- "I want students to see me, poswith
you
completely
. . .
ested in attending Rollins. "Ev- sibly I can help them, and it helps
The Mad Woman of Chaillot."
eryone wants to come here for the me to know their ideas." In the
sunshine, but I'm looking for per- opinion of the director, Rollins
"Expressing the Church's deepsons who are aware of our pur- can give more for the four years
est sympathy over your latest afposes in education," he explains, of effort, than most colleges.
fliction . . .
"I want lo find students who not
"It's a privilege to come to RolCardinal Spellbound."
only have ability, but who are lins," Mr. cRih said, "and I want
sensitive to the opportunities at to see students here who can get
Runyan, who is heard mutterRollins as well."
the most out of their four years, ng in a vile cockney accent
When interviewing prospective and at the same time benefit the "Oo sent those wirelesses?" is
rapidly going into a nervous conRollinites, Mr. Rich uses no set college."

Rollins Students To Be Hand-picked Says Rich

New Fashion in Dress
Cathy Dawson in a M c M u l l e n Nylon Check

OPEN A L L D A Y WEDNESDAY —
AIR

Saturday by Appointment

CONDITIONED

ROSE A. LYON
NOTICE
Photographic Proofs Musi Be Returned
F R I D A Y , N O V . 18
Order Portraits for Xmas Now
Student Center, Friday, 10 to 2
DITTRICH - PHOTOGRAPHER

Dressmaking
Alterations
Phone 3 - 4 2 9 2
M

E. CENTRAL

AVENUE

Tailoring
-

Remodeling

Hovater Building, Room 206
ORLANDO, FLORID*
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HOMECOMING FETES DAVIDSON SATURDAY
Tars B Team; X Club Takes
Clobbers Stetson First Place
At Deland

Tars Primed for Tough Wildcats

Golf To Start
Soon: Kelly

Lamhda Chi 2nd

Intra-mural golf, one of the
lesser known but still all-importAn impressive Rollins College
ant intra-mural sports, will get
Vlj B squad beat the daylights out of
under way this week. As soon
(a,, the Stetson Jayvees to the tune
Last Wednesday afternoon the
• ^ of 27 to 0 at Memorial Stadium in KA's and Lambda Chis brought as qualifying scores are tabulated,
DeLand last Thursday night. the first round cf intramural individual pairings will be drawn
Qualifying closed last Sun.1 Actually the game was not as touch football to a close by up.
lol close as the score might indicate. tangling in the most thrilling day with four of the six organi)'Repeated Eollins fumbles, and game to be held in Sandspur Bowl zations turning in scores.
penalties marched off against for many a moon. Both teams
Tournament favorites will be
them, kept the Blue Wave from entered the game with fine rec- the independent team. This agpushing the score up into astro- ords blemished only by defeats gregation will include such heavy
nomical figures.
at the hands of the undefeated swingers as Jim Brass, Larry
^
With only a few substitutions X Club. Lambda Chi won 31-26. Bentley, and Ernest Eickelberg.
dij tho first string RoUins eleven c
The KA's scored flrst when Mc- Next in line for top honors will
l»t pletely outmanned and outplayed Bryde threw a long pass to be the KA's. Their divot diggers
Zf,. both sections of Stetson's two Behrens for a touchdown and will include Buddy McBryde,
. platoon system'. Stetson ball car- then kicked the extra point. G. W. Mooney, and John Grey. :
ri; IS were repeatedly smeared be Lambda Chi came right back in Sigma Nu will depend upon
.. liind the line of scrimmage. Wher four plays to score but failed to R. Frymire, and Dick Saylors. :
jj^:the Hatters took to the air their kick the extra point. KA bounced Lambda Chi's team will be com!r passes were promptly intercepted, right back to score only to see the posed of Gerry Murphey, Bobby ' Rec Hall didn't have a mo- lister, who led th
^ It was a different story when Lambda Chis reel off another Harland and Dave Meifert. X- ment's rest last week as girls' the Chi O's.
" *the Tars had the ball. Rollins quick score. KA were not to be club chances will depend upon , basketball really got under way.
The Alpha Phi g
to tht
[^marched down the field until they denied and they connected with the swinging of Buddy Tate, Art Many thrilled spectators witKappas 34-40 in their second
I (a) scored, (b) fumbled, (c) got three quick passes and at half Swacker, and Pete Fay. The j nessed six outstanding games.
game of the week. Again Doris
^'penalized thirty yards for spitting time led 19-12.
lineup looks close all the way '
The Alpha Phis trounced the Jensen carried the Alpha Phis
,'^in somebody's eye.
and there should be some tight j
Independents 33-24 as Doris Jen- and Gloria Weichbrodt and Mar' Rollins spent most of the first
The second half saw. Sisson matches in the making.
sen racked up the most points nee Norris split their team's 40
period deep in Stetson territory send a long looping pass into the
New student Bill Key of Colum- ! for Alpha Phi, and Jo Dunn and points.
"•^but without hitting paydirt. They end zone to McMenemy to bring
bus, Ga., has made quite a name Marilyn Briggs tied for top
After their loss, the Freshmen
"'fumbled twice at inopportune the score up to 19-18. For a few
for himself in the mid-south. He honors for the Independents.
came back strong to beat the
?"^ moments, once on the three yard moments this looked like the end
will undoubtedly be a strong con- i Theta's two outstanding for- Gamma Phis 49-7. Carolyn Herline. Both fumbles were pounced with neither team able to move
tender for a berth on the Rol- wards, Mary Ann Hobart and ring, for the Freshmen, and Nancy
' ' ' u p o n by Stetson Hatters. Two the ball. But again the KA's took
lins golf squad. Key is the local Ginny Apgar, managed to pile Flavell, for tho Gamma Phis were
"» other Rollins drives were halted matters into hand by registering
city champion, and has also an- :
the outstanding point makers.
'"^ by penalties.
with a long pass and the Lambda nexed the State Junior Crown. up 49 points to beat the Freshmen, 49-36. Carolyn Herring was
The Independents also came
Chi cause looked hopeless behind
' ^ The frustrated
Tars finally eight points with only five min- Last year he qualified for the high scorer for the Freshmen. back after a defeat to win over
'"•pushed over a tally with three utes to play. But the Lambda National Amateur, but was deChi O won over Pni Mu 32-10 the Chi O's 43-32. High scorers
| * m i n u t e s left in the first half. They Chis fought back and with Sisson feated by Harvey "Bud" Ward. , in another afternoon game. Phi were Marilyn Briggs and Nancy
^* added a touchdown in the third connecting with passes to Mun- He was also Southern Prep Cham- } Mu's top scorer, Margaret Bell, Neide for the Independents and
: met her match in Ewing McCal- Ewing McAlIester for t h e Chi O.
^period, and two more in the final son, Brakefield and Cobb, the pion.
'"••period to account for all the Lambda Chis rolled over to make
Rollins will have plenty of re^ ' scoring.
turning
golf
lettermen
this
year.
the score 26 to 25. As darkness
_
Memory of the evening: An began to settle over the field the They include Jupe Arnold, Bart
' ambitious Stetson tackier landing men from Hooker gained posses- Robbins, Woynan Bennett, Clyde
'' on Spinnerback Stoke Smith's sion of the ball and rolled over Kelly, and Jim McMenemy.
neck from behind and taking off for the game-winning touchdown.
*"' for a tive yard trip through the The game featured the most ex- ond half the KA's started to move
™' blue as Stokey worked a little citing football of the season, and scored once on a pass from
™l Judo on him.
marked by the poorest defensive Behrens to McDonnel. But the
play on the part of both teams.
men from Gale dominated again
On Nov. 1, the KA's and X Club and the game ended, X Club 26,
Arthur Murray's
met in what was supposed to be KA 7.
n e of t h e year. The X
The X Club rolled over Delta
comes to O R L A N D O
Club, however, dominated the Chi 33-0 last Monday. X Club
W A T C H FOR OPENING DATE
play from the opening whistle. scored early and went on to score
KA kicked off and seven plays at will. Swacker, Whidden, Willater the X Club had a TD. The liams and Chambers all touched
KA's showed brief periods of good paydirt. Delta Chi played hard
playing but were mainly erratic. but did not have the line or skill
Their usual pass combination, to cope with the heavier and
McBryde to McDonnel and Behr- more experienced Clubbers.
ens, was thoroughly broken u p i Final First-Round Standings
by the X Clubbers. In the sec-j
Won Lost
X Club
.
6
0
Lambda Chi .
-5
1
FOR SALE
Kappa Alpha
-4
2
SAILINC CANOE
1 8-foot " Old T o w n "
Sigma Nu
—- - - 3
3
with or wi
Lidependents .
.._..- 2
4
VAUGHAN- — ORLANDO Alpha Phi Lambda
1
5
5656 o 2-2667
Delta Chi
0
6

t

Coeds In Sports

Femmes Get Eye On Hoop at Rec Hall

Saturday, Nov. 19 in their 1949
Homecoming tilt, the Rollins Tars
take on the Davidson Wildcats
from Davidson, N. C.
Neither team has enjoyed v
might be called a winning season
this fall. However, both of them
play colorful football and Saturday night's game will be no exception.

is really sharp on his passing,
having been fourth in the nation
in 1948 in pass offense. It is
mainly due to his throwing arm
and tho hard plunging of Runyan
that has allowed the Wildcats to
score on all of their opponents
this year.
Coach Joe Justice's team, employing the flashy double-wing
In one of their earlier games, offense, plans to make things as
the Southern Confereaice team hot as possible for our N. C.
held mighty Army to a 40-7 win. visitors. J i m Bryson, who has
No small feat when you consider come into his own as a passer is
that Army has bowled over much one of the main cogs in Coach
bigger opponents by much larger Justice's plans to stress both pass
scores.
Then, last Saturday, offense and defense in this game.
Davidson lost to Furman, the
L. D. Bochette, Gainesville
team that lost to U. of Florida by
one point, 21-7. However, even if speedster, will not play Saturday
the Wildcats lose all the rest of night due to a knee injury intheir games, they can still point curred against Washington. Howto a fairly successful season. The ever, Seet Justice, will take his
reason for this being their two place at left half and if he is as
touchdown victory over N. C. elusive as he was against NewState, the team' that beat Wake berry a month ago, Davidson will
have plenty of trouble.
Forest last week.
Two new faces may be seen in
Rollins has had a better season the Tar backfield Saturday night.
as far as wins and losses go, but Justice said that both Pete Fay
they have played smaller schools and John Gray would probably
as a general rule. Dropping their see limited action in the Rollins
opening game to Miami 52-13, and offensive team.
their third game to Delaware 26-6,
This will be the fourth meeting
the Tars went on to win from
Tampa U. 26-13 and Newberry between the two teams and will
12-6, and then last week they lost be the rubber game—Rollins havtheir third game to a superior ing lost to Davidson in 1940 and
Washington University team 27-0. won from them in 1942. In '41
they played to a 0-0 tie.
Davidson, which has a big,
The Wildcats hop a plane at 3
rough, but rather slow team, operates from the powerful single- on Friday afternoon, arrive here
wing with an unbalanced line. at 7:30 that night and have a pracThe two key men which the Tars tice session planned for 8:30 the
have to stop if they expect to win same evening.
this one, are their left half-back,
The Davidson band, 75 strong,
Auburn Lambeth, No. 56 and their is coming by bus and will arrive
fullback, C. L. Runyan. Lambeth Saturday morning.
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A native of Grove, Oklahoma, Norman
Hays graduated from Grove High School
in 1935. The following year he entered
Oklahoma A&M, where he majored in
engineering; also took public speaking.

Active in national 4H Club work while in
college, he helped organize its statewide
activities, won a national 4H championship in Public Speaking. In 1940 he received his BS degree in engineering.

A month later ho began navigator train
ing as an Aviation Cadet. In 19'n, he
received his navigator's wings rind .••
commission as Second Lieutenant . .
married his college sweetheart.

Sent to an KAF Navigation School in
Canada, he graduated with the highest
possible rating of Specialist. Norman
served overseas for 18 months in the
Aleutians, Italy and Saipan.

Accepting a regular commission after
the war, he was assigned to development
of navigation instruments; navigated the
B-29 "Pacusan Dreamboat" on its famed
Hawaii-Cairo non-stop flight in 1946.

Typical of college graduates who have
found their place in the U. S. Air Force,
Major Hays is Chief, Navigation Section,
at Headquarters in Washington . . . with
a secure career . . . a promising future.

/ / you are single, between the ages of 20
and 26Vz, ivith at least two years of college,
consider a flying career as an officer in the
U. S. Air Force. You may be able to meet
the hig-h physical and moral requirements
and be selected for training. If you do not
complete Aviation Cadet training, you may
return to civilian life or have opportunity to
train for an important officer assignment in

Air Force officer procurement teams are
visiting many colleges and universities to
explain about these career
opportunities.
Watch for their arrival or get full details
at your nearest Air Force Base, local recruiting station, or by writing to the Chief
of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Attention:
Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington 25, D. C.

In A n y Language It Means

GOOD
FOOD
Schweizer's
SILVER COACH GRILL

L. D . B o c h e t t e in a C o m f o r t a b l e F i t t i n g F i n e .
A l l - W o o l S p o r t C o a t from t h e

Penn and Holt Avenues
WINTER PARK

The Toggery
DIRECTLY ACROSS T H E CAMPUS

U.

S.

AIR

FORCE

O N L Y T H E BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!

rouft

L. D. Bochette: age 20, ht. 6
ft., wt. 170, Junior. Probably
the best running back on the
team, with plenty of speed.
His 80-yard touchdown run in
the final minute gave Rollins
its 27-27 tie with Richmond
last Fall.

2
John Grey: age 21, hi. 6 ft., 2
in., wt. 220, Junior. "Mitty"
is a powerful lineman who
figures prominent in the Rollins setup Saturday.

3
Don Work: age 19, hi. 6 ft., 1
in., wl. 175, Sophomore. A
natural alhlete. Work will relieve Horton when necessary.
He is inexperienced but Juslice is labbing him as a future star.

2—JOHN GREY

Always a New Car at

OLIN'S-U-DRIVE-IT,lnc.
Convertibles—Sedans—Coupes
Low Rotes—Small Deposits

Cor. Orange and Robinson

"All The Way" Bochette Injury Will Hurt Tar Chances For Victory Saturday
By SQUINT
The Rollins Tars will look like
a different ball club when they
meet the strong Davidson Wildcats in the Homecoming game at
the Orlando Stadium come this
Saturday night.
For one thing Coach Joe Justice
will probably have the heaviest
backfield ever fielded by a Rollins team. Big John Gray, 205
pound speedster, has been moved
up to first string wingback in
place of L. D. Bochette, who's torn
ligiment in his left knee, has ruled
him out of the contest. Pete Fay,
195 pound regular end, who has
always run like a back, has been
moved u p to right wingback to
give the injured Glenn Barrington
some help in that position. Rounding out the backfield is Buddy
Tate, 195 pound blocking back,
and Jim Bryson, 210 pound spinnerback, which gives the Tars a
backfield averaging over 200
pounds, which is more than the
line averages.
;
Another thing that wiil prob-1
ably startle the spectators will be
the use of new formations that
they will see. You can watch for
at least three different kinds of
offensive formations used by the
Tars in this game. All these
changes add up in hopes of giving
the Tars more offensive power
and deception and giving the fans
more for their money.

The students that went over to
DeLand last Thursday night to see
the Rollins Jayvee defeat the
Stetson Jayvees 27 to 0 got quite
a kick out of the ball game. I
believe they were as pleasantly
surprised at the Jayvees showing
as the coaches.
Jim Fay, freshman left wingback looked very good at his position and caught the fancy of the
Rollins rooters who kept yelling
for him to go back in every time
he came out for a rest. Jim turned in some fancy running and
should give Coach Justice some
valuable aid in the remaining
varsity games.
Another back who looked good
was Fred Cooper, a 165 pound
spindle-legged back from Sanford,
Fla. For a boy who only played
footbaU his senior year in high
school. Cooper showed an extraordinary
amount
of running
finese. He is very fast and has a
deceptive stride and should also
see some action with the varsity
this year.

we arc in dire need of them as 11 can be broken in if they are in
graduate this year and there is no terested. The job o± baseball man
one to take m y place, and there i agar is also open in case you like
is winter practice in which one ! baseball more than football

The Athletic Department and I
are still looking for a couple of
freshmen managers. I know this
is a little late in the season but

SAN J U A N HOTEL BLDG.

Orlando, Fla.

ARROW GORDON OXFORDS t

«/. Catvin Afay
Nationally Advertised Jewelry
Christmas Gifts
COME I N A N D DO YOUR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY!
352 PARK

AVENUE

Clarence Brown
"Things Men Wear"

O R L A N D O , FLORIDA

Spend those
'^dreamy^'
wnoments

Seel Justice: age 22, ht. 5 ft.,
9 in., wt- 158, Senior Youngest of the Justice clan, which
has contributed three other
football stars to Rollins, he is
also brother of North Carolina's Charlie Justice. An exceptionally fine punter, he
also specializes in running
passes.

Under the Model " T "

Phone 2-4814

Rugged George Mooney To Captain Tars In Homecoming Tilt

at the

5
Joe Swicegood: age 22, ht. 6
ft., wt. 185, Sophomore. This
Asheville, N. C , athlete was
the most promising of last
year's first-year crop. He is
equally good on defense and
offense. Teamed with Hancock, Justice will use him to
back up the line when opponents have the ball.

PARK AVENUE BAR
114 Pork Ave., N.

Winter Pork

A Short ivatk front the Cawnpus

THE LAUNDERETTE
Will Toke GOOD CARE of Your Clothes, and Will Wash and Dry Them and
ARE WORTH WRITING HOME ABOUT
Ready For Y o u —
With these button-down and spread-collar Oxfords
go the value and quality that have made Arrow
"America's favorite college shirts."

THE SAME DAY

We have Arrow Oxfords on hand now, why not
drop in for a fresh supply? They come in whites
c r ^ e l i ^ colors. $3.95,

R . C.
SHOES

BAKER

202 Park Ave., S.
CLOTHINR
FURNISHINGS
UNIVERSITY

lo

161 W . Fairbanks

Winter Park

Page 5, Column 7
PHONE 3-4351
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Gooch Continues The Ivey Tower
fi Council Diagnosis Ives Philosophies
In Cracker Barrel

Roving Reporter

Dear Editor:
I present herewith my views on
the ineffectiveness of the Student
TOWER THOUGHTS: It isn't
Council.
what you know or who you know
The Council was established "to that will make the final differy the end . . . that efficient self gov- ence, but rather how many you
• ernment of the student body be can get to know you.
I secured." But this purpose is not,
A few more world wars and
I I believe, being achieved. Why?
we'll have to brush up on our
'. defect lies in the members xioman numerals.
. themselves. In most cases
A lot of people talk about a
\ Council members, I think, are not
few things that only a few people
ost outstanding members ol
icnow a lot about.
I their respective
organizations.
With women it's a matter ol
I Too often is the job of being a
I member pushed off onto a student mood over mind.
1 unwilling to accept the responsiBecause of a benevolent parI bility. Like the chain with it; tiality for such affairs, we leave
] weakest link, the Council is nc you to answer this staggering
I stronger than its weakest mem 4uestion: Could it be said of a
I ber.
person who has gone to a stag
Another defect is the fact that party that he is out staggering?
each member, as the represent;
College life by phases—phase
tive of his group, is too inclined
to be a "messenger boy." He has one is now in the process of meltnb incentive to think; his first im- ing into phase two, as surmised
pulse usually when voting on a from definite signs that we are
motion is the I-have-to-take-this- settling down. Some of those inback-to-my-group one. And so he dications, numerically listed:
1. Student Center—carnival atrepresents not the student body
mosphere of first weeks on the
but only his group.
II Furthermore, the Council is too wane.
2. Mail boxes—fewer trips with
I large. No matter what happens,
the ultimate decision rests in the less milling and congestion.
3. Washroom activity ^—inceshands of the "silent majority."
How are student policies repre- sant combing of hair, washing of
, sentative of the entire student hands, and straightening of
"^ body to be activated by such a ment—all on the decline.
Couples, just couples.
-group?
(Continued on Col. 5)
These then, as I see them, are
the defects.
Therefore I recommend that a dent body. After all, which is
Student Councii composed of nine more important, your group or
members be elected by a vote of the student body? To those who
the student body in two general would answer the former—and
elections; the first, for the three there ARE students at Rolins who
officers; the second, for the six lactually think so—I say it is high
remaining members (three men, time you gained a broader perthree women); the Comptroller to spective of life.
be included as now stated in the
Whether my plan is accepted is
constitution. I am sure the cry of no consequence to me. I do
of no group representation will
eve a change is needed in the
^ immediatsly go up. But your Council. Then, perhaps, more stu-group WILL be represented; you dent policies would be determ'ined
" would need only to talk to a by more "policy makers" and less
Council member, and he would "messenger boys." It is our Counpresent your opinion. The Coun. . our school . . . our life.
cil, under such a plan, would rep- Let's do something about it!
resent the whole student body, not
Yours truly,
just the groups within that stuHANK GOOCH.
RCA-VICTOR—WEBSTER

LAIRD
Radio Soles & Service
Telephone 3-1011

SANDSPUR

ROLLINS HANDYMAN
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 7)
Mr. Cartwright's attitude toward
Rollins: where the college is concerned, his effort and ingenuity
are boundless. He recalls how
Mrs. Cartwright used to threaten
to "pack me a valise and let me
live on campus," adding "I was
Question: What do you think rarely home. I could expect to
of the present Student Council*
Elsie Shaw: What is it?
THE IVEY TOWER
Ed Cushing: It's jusl adorable.
(Continued from- Col. 2)
Ed Swindle: Tho Student Coun5. Evaluation of teachers by
cil is inadequate and unprepared students and evaluation of stuto handle student problems.
dents by teachers, a dual play
Harry Hegler: The Studeni
that replaces the ii itial task of
Council is ineffective because ils
physical identificati( n, while the
decisions are too often subject lo
"Rollins System" i ; application
censure and revision by the facis scientihcally coi ipared with
ulty and administration.
the same system in theory.
Bill Gordon: The faculty veto
makes the council about as powANTS: Naturally I am not as
erful as the U. N. in the face of
concerned over this subject as the
the Russian veto.
ants themselves, but it would be
Jerry Cabrie: As far as I know,
interesting to know how to disthey are doing prelty good work,
tinguish between the male and
course, I don'l know much
the female. But in seeking the
aboul what they are doing.
answer don't study your fingerPhyllis McRae: I didn't even nails in meditation or you may
low Rollins had one,
get sidetracked wondering what
John Knighl: I hear it ain'l became of the little white spots
worth a damn.
that used to be on them.
Jon de Uresti: I have no comOn registration day: "I'd like
ment. My reply would involve to take that prerequisite course
campus in international com- that seems to be so popular in
plications.
the catalogue."
Resolved that these words and
Dean Enyart: It is loo large
and doesn't have fair represenla- terms shall never again appear
tion. The representatives don't in this column, except possibly
lake an interest in discussions or in dialogue or quotes:
student body
committee work: Ihey are just
juvenile delinquency
dead. The presidenl is doing a
proxy
good job of trying to put life into
race, color or creed
the council.
crack of dawn
Francis Natolis: It's all right.
flunk
Nan Van Zile: Il is a prudent.
suffice it to say
New Englandish group which
all's well that ends well.
saves money but doesn't read lo
Why? Space does not permit
any discussion.
Mary Lee Acyrigg: They seem expository treatment here. Sufprelly silent. Don'l Iheir organi- fice it to say that all's well that
zations aulhorize them lo talk? ends.
Jeaner Kemp: I don't know
anything about it.
the head for being pleasantly
Ken Brown: Hugh Davis ap- negligent. ,
parently is a fair, efficient presiJUS Peeples: Too much group
dent—bul il would seem Ihal lhe
lousy
and
bickering;
not
council as a whole has loo long
)Ugh over-all student-body repbeen molded in lhe pattern of I
entation.

Public Opinion
Knocks Council

Science Students
Ask Help In
Taste Experiment
Do you want to contribute to
the progress of science?
Do you want to help scientists
better understand a little understood subject—the physiology of
taste?
Do you want to help five members of Dr. Wager's senior class
in chemistry conduct experiments?
These five seniors—Bill Shaffer,
Jim Ogilvie, George Spencer,
Bernard Friedland and Ernie Vincent—have received permission
from the Student Council to con
duct these experiment.
Now they need your coopera^
tion.
You can aid them greatly ir
gathering data which may be of
great importance in the future.
You need do only two things:
first, report at the "Taste Table,"
which will be set up this week in
the Student Centre; second, take
a simple taste test.
The substance you will be asked
to taste is perfectly safe for tasting. All tests will be made with
standard clinical methods. They
will be conducted under the
supervision of Dr. Wager, a physician and distinguished research
chemist.
Dr. Wager and his class are
making no predictions as to what
they will discover. They will let
the facts speak for themselves.
However, they will attempt to
discover if taste reactions have
any relationship to dietary selection and physical activity.
This is a little understood field
and anything Rollins can add to
this knowledge will be of great
value to humanity.
But one thing is vital to the
success of these experiments—
your help.

be called out any time from the
time I'd get home at six 'til one
or two in the morning. It was
hectic but I loved the work and
still do."
Mr. Cartwright has always led
an active life. He served as an
artillery captain in the Boer War,
and superintended an ammunition plant during World War I,
"My place was at Rollins through
the second big war, and it
like old times, doing a two-man
job again," the super added.
Once, when questioned
by
Preside.it Holt on how many
hours a day he put in on the job,
Mr. Cartwright couldn't answer.
"I know what time I start work
in the morning, but I never know
when I stop—I just work on 'til
I'm finished." This is characteristic of Mr. Cartwright's actions
toward any of his interests, Rollins in particular.
Drawing on his 20-add years
of experience and campus observation, Mr. Cartwright predicts
that in another 20 years anyone
without "a generous amount of
education will be left by the wayside. I advise the kids to get
their study in while the getting's
good."
ANNOUNCEMENT OF
CHAPEL SERVICES
Special services will be held in
the Dyer Memorial Chapel for
the Rollins Homecoming weekend and Thanksgiving.
Readers for the Homecoming
service to be held Sunday, 9:45
a.m. will be Rollins alumni. They
are: June Nelson and Phil Howland, '49; Francis Montgomery,
secretary of President Wagner,
'41, and John Rich, director of admissions and instructor in history,
'38.
Theodore S. Darrah, dean of the
chapel, will speak.
The Thanksgiving service will
be held 9:45 a.m. Nov. 23. Jo
Popeck, chairman of the Chapel
Fund Drive, wiil speak
on
Theodora Manzari, Greek girl
adopted by the International Retions Club.
The Rollins choir of 45 members
ill participate in both services.

Get Your

CHRYSANTHEMUM
For Homecoming Gome a t

Lucy Little Flower Shop

STUDENT COUNCIL
(Continued from Page 1)
last editorial, the president reminded the assembled representatives, and wound up by saying
that he felt there was enough intelligence in the room to vote on
the question and went on record
as being unalterably opposed to
returning to the groups for an
opinion.
A motion lo turn lhe seleclions
for Who's Who over lo lhe inner
council and lhe Studeni Deans
was passed wilh only one dissenting vote.
A letter from college treasurer,
John Tiedke on the necessity of
conserving food was ordered
mimeographed so that a copy
might be sent to each social group.
Following a protest by Pierre
Thompson on the condition of the
drinking fountain in lhe Lymen
classroom building, Frank Allen
remarked that he had found some
interesting shades of lavendar
•ipstick there. Jack Sayers asked
for an appeal to the better nature
of lhe women who wore lipstick.
Basketball Prospects
Saying that the administration
was interested in the possibilities
of a varsity basketball team this
year, Davis asked for a poll of
each group for an individual vote
count on pro and con sentiment
a team. If organized the team
lid play a ten game home
schedule in the Orlando Armory.
CHAPEL STAFF
INITIATES DRIVE
(Continued from Page 1)
is important work. But—it is
question of money. Contribute
today. Help those who cannot
help themselves. Your $2.00 will
us reach the goal of $1500.
The question is not can you afford
to contribute, but rather can you
fford not to contribute? Contribute as soon as you can.

EXTRA!

45 RPM RECORDS A N D CHANGERS
131 Lincoln Avenue

Check Your Records

W I N T E R PARK, FLORIDA

USED CARS

BOUGHT A N D SOLD

QUALITY
ELMER

MOTORS
ERICKSON

Phone 3 - 3 6 8 2
8 6 0 N. Orange Avenue

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

The Office of the Student Deans
maintains a file of activity cards
all students in college,
graduation a student's card
filed with his permanent record
and is kept as a source of information for recommendations for
positions. Dean Cleveland sug
gests that "each student check
his own card once or twice a year
and make sure that all his extracurricular activities, offices and
honors have been properly re
corded."

Novel Published
If Sam Made the Pants Too Long
Bring Them to

Universal Cleaners
For Expert

ALTERATIONS
Also DRY C L E A N I N G

Serving Rollins Students for over 28 years

121 West Park Ave.
PHONE 3-1811

W I N T E R PARK

Gilbert Maxwell, a student in
Dr. Granberry's creative writing
classes for two years, has had a
novel accepted for publication this
month. Maxwell was a student
here a few years ago.
The name of the novel is The
Sleeping Trees and it will be published by Little, Brown and Company. The publisher thinks very
highly of it and regards the book
as one of its important publications.
SNAKEDANCE, PEP RALLY
OPEN '49 HOMECOMING
(Continued from Page 1)
mittee consists of Hank Gooch,
chairman; Nancy Van Zile, Carolyn Alfred, Phil Hayes, Chap McDonnell and Hugh Davis. Frank
William'son, alumni representative, has also been a willing and
able worker.
ALL-GOETHE PROGRAM
MARKS CENTENIAL
(Continued from Page 1)
the author Goelhe by presenling
a program devoted to his life and
work.
In order to defray expenses of
the celebration, sponsorship has
been solicited by means of letters
to friends of Rollins in the community. Sponsors are entitled to
two reserved seats and are invited to a reception being given
after the performance in honor
of Professor Feise. Faculty, staff
and students are invited free of
charge.

THE SPINNING WHEELS ARE HERE
THE

BIGGEST — THICKEST — BEST

FLAVORED

DRINK OF ITS K I N D THIS SIDE OF NEW

26

YORK

Delicious Flavors to Choose From
Home-Made at the SPINNING WHEEL

Over 214 M i l l i o n Sold in A t l a n t a , Birmingham and Jacksonville Last Year

Served in a 22 oz. Glass

20c
A Spinning Wheel Is A Balanced Meal
Never Before Have You Tasted Anything

Like This

TRY IT AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
T W O STORES TO SERVE Y O U
666 Orlando Avenue, W i n t e r Park
212 West Church Street, Orlando
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A QUESTION

OF

MONEY

N o m i l k is p o u r e d in t h i s l i t t l e b o v ' s c u p w i t h o u t m o n e y ,
h e l p f r o m t h o s e w h o can afford to h e l p .

This child a n d all t h e children

of t h e w o r l d a r e p a r t of a n e w g e n e r a t i o n — a g e n e r a t i o n n o t
for t h e fighting or a f t e r m a t h of W o r l d W a r II.
obvious ore.

without

responsible

Y e t t h e i r p r o b l e m is a n

T k e y a r s t h e first to suffer in a w o r l d r e b u i l d i n g f r o m

T h i s n e w g e n e r a t i o n w i l l soon g o v e r n n a t i o n s a n d c o n s t i t u t e t h e
f u t u r e of t h e w o r l d .

H e r e y o u see a f a c t u a l r e c o r d i n g of t h e i r

war.
living

plight,

i n d e e d a q u e s t i o n of m o n e y .

*;, '- '*"
A person denied of three meals for just one day readily knows
a portion of the predicament facing hungry children in war-ravaged
areas.

There will always be hungry children.

No excuses can be

offered to a generation struggling for their very existence.
facts tell the story.

The

Review them as evidenced in the pictures and

context of these two pages.

A good meal in the stomachs of these

children is as good to them as finding hidden treasure.

In times ot

strife and misfortune we who believe in the rights of man to determine his own future mu.st help the men and women of the future.
Our world is not one where we can sit back and feel apart from
the rest of the world.

A new age is in fhe making.

Everyone is a

part of the huge task ahead in which freedom of choice and will
must prevail. Out of the present world chaos there will arise o r d e r order which must be determined by these hungry faces, scarred
hearts, and yearning bodies; children whose futures are as much a
problem as if they were our own. We cannot shirk this responsibility.
A m e a l ! Millions of children h a v e to b e c o a x e d to eat, but not t h e s e y o u n q s t e r s . w h o
k n o w w a r s effects first-hand. T h e y are g e t t i n g their d a i l y s u p p l e m e n t a r y m e a l from a
non-profat, non-political organization. To k e e p these y o u n g s t e r s f e d — i s a q u e s t i o n of
money.

That T w o Dollars S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S through Children's Charity
Stretchmg a little money into
a great deal of help for needy
youngsters is one specialty of the
Chapel Children's Fund. Some of
the thmgs a two-dollar contribution can buy are:
Enough powdered milk to give
20 children a glass of milk each
day for one week.
Enough cotton to make 30 diapers for infants.
Enough leather to make a pair
ot shoes for two children.
Enough medical supplies to test
and vaccinate 16 children against
tuberculosis.
Enough raw wool to make cloth
tor two children's coats.
Enough cod liver oil to give a
daily dose to 600 children.
^"^T-l.^^r? **= 'a'=t5- Can you
afford NOT to contribute to these
needy children? The decision is
yours . . . you have to live with
your conscience.

YOVR DOLLARS

THEIR

DESTINY

CHILDREN'S CHARITY
ONE WEEK —NOVEMBER 21-27

; THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

17, 1949

R O L L I N S

S A N D S P U R

FOR OUR " L I V I N G F U T U R E S "

The Children of the World

Program for Children's Charity Week
M O N D A Y — S e e y o ' T organ zalion r e p r e s e n t a t i v e a n d c o n t r i b u t e y o u r t w o d o l l a r s lo t h e
Children's Charity.
T U E S D A Y — A Blanket Movie P a r l y ! Come slag—Come d r a g — E v e r y b o d y invited—bring a
b l a n k e t — a n d e n j o y g o o d color m o v i e s in t h e H o r s e s h o e . D e a n E n y a r t w i l l b e on
h a n d to start t h e c a m e r a s rolling.
WEDNESDAY—Attend the Thanksgiving Service—Knowles Memorial Chapel — Assembly
Period.
T H U R S D A Y — L i s t e n for t h e a n n o u n c e m e n t s i n B e a n e r y c o n c e r n i n g financial

rep-rts.

F R I D A Y — H a v e a good t i m e at t h e football g a m e : M u s k i n g u m v s . R o l l i n s .
S A T U R D A Y — O n e m o r e d a y lefl to c o n t r i b u t e y o u r t w o d o l l a r s .
S U N D A Y — T h e Big Party—Dancing, Orcheslrz—Floor Show—Refreshments. Free lo those
w e a r i n g t h e C h a r i l y H o n o r P i n . F i n a l financial r e p o r l a n n o u n c e d b y P r e s i d e n t
Wagner.

Little Greeli Girl Befriended
Rollins Family Aids War Orphan

This little French girl will receive a
that will keep out the winter cold,
ganizations is the only i
those orphaned youngsters.

pair of shoes and a coat
ntribution to charily orises that will provide foi

Big Dividends On $2.00 investment
T h e s e p i c t u r e s s h o u l d reflect e l a t e d m o m e n t s for t h e s e
grim l i t t l e faces. W h y d o n ' t t h e y ? B e c a u s e t h r o u g h n o f a u l t
of t h e i r o w n t h e y h a v e b e e n o r p h a n e d d u e to a w a r t h e i r
elders f o u g h t .
Now, their lives a r e being salvaged with aid from those
who r e f u s e t o f o r g e t t h e m . W h y s h o u l d w e r e m e m b e r ? B e cause t h e w o r l d k n o w s m o r e t h a n e v e r t o d a y t h a t t h i s g e n e r a t i o n h a s i n h e r i t e d t h e f u t u r e of h u m a n d e s t i n i e s .
T h e i r l i v e s m u s t b e m o r e t h a n safe from b o m b s . T h e y
must b e p r o t e c t e d f r o m f e a r — f e a r of n e e d , h u n g e r , a n d d e spair. Y o u r d o l l a r s w i l l a n s w e r t h e s e p l e a s .
E d u c a t i o n a l facilities m u s t b e r e b u i l t a n d n e w h o m e s
built for w a r o r p h a n s — w h o a r e a p a r t of t h e l i v i n g f u t u r e
of t h e w o r l d .
Will y o u t a k e p a r t , too?

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
102 N. PARK AVE.

WINTER

PARK

Dial 4-3371

Theodora is an orphan. Before
the war her father, Ilias Manzari,
was a tenant-farmer and his family always had the necessities. In
1942 he was bitten by an enraged
wolf and he died of rabies. The
mother, Evmorfia Manzari, struggled to feed and clothe her five
children, but tragedy
struck
again. In 1947, the rebels arrested
and executed Theodora's mother,
leaving the children alone. Theodora's uncle (her father's brother)
is exiled and cannot help them.
The children receive no pension
from the State. Three of the children are wards of the State because of their health—Triantafillia, Christos and Georgia. Theodora and her brother, Dimitrios,
were taken by their mother's sister to Salonika. Here they live
in one small room—the aunt's
only income is an allowance of
$3 a month from a Local Centre.

The aunt is not able to work.
The iirst new pair of shoes he s ever had—This Austrian boy is a
When their tragic need came lo
picture of joy with his gift from an unknown contributor in
Plan attention, they had only the
America. Other millions of children now receive adequate clothclothing they were wearing and
ing only through private donations.
had no shoes. They have been
given emergency aid and Theohave patience with us . , . Our time to make this relationship ;
dora is now in Plan care.
only concern is to help each one j enjoyable to the Foster Parent :
Packages of food and clothing
of our children and at the same it is beneficial to the child.
are taken to Theodora regularly
by The Plan and her aunt is given
a small cash grant monthly toward Theodora's home need.s.
MAGNAVOX—PIANOS—LONG-PLAYING RECORDS
Your "'adoption" will continue this
help.
Theodora is a naturally pretty
MAKE
child, with brown hair and eyes ,
THEODORA MANZARI
that accentuate the extreme pal- '
H
O
M
E
C
O
M I N G WEEK
lor of her face. She is greatly needs your friendship, interest
saddened by her parents' tragic I and encouragement as much as
deaths. Her schooling has been I the material help your "adoption"
a Bigger Success with
greatly neglected due to the many provides. If by your letters and
vicissitudes of life in a country, small kindnesses you can bring
where war still rages.
j some pleasure into this cheerless,
Theodora, who has known none ' almost hopeless young life, you
of the happiness of childhood. may well be proud.

Hco/fv tttrs

Theodora Asks For Your Letters
Students who wish to write dren who are struggling with life
Theodora should contact Dean itself. These are children who
Darrah for full particulars. Also must live with our children. We
for those wishing to contribute know from our twelve years exgifts or money, full information perience that children have been
ran be obtained in the Chapel able to start new lives in the
knowledge that they once more
Office.
INFORMATION FOR FOSTER have roots and the affection of
some one person who cares. The
PARENTS
between
Fostar Parents' Plan was organ- exchange of letters
ized in 1937 and was formed to "Child" and "Parent" does a great
care for children orphaned and | deal toward this end. There are
distressed as a result of t h e rav-1 times, because of these long disages of war. It is purely h u m a n i - ' tance relationships, when a child
tarian in character, non-sectarian, | neglects, for one reason or another, to acknowledge immedifree from any connection with or j
ately the receipt of letters or gifts.
allegiance to any group having!
Let us remember that they are
any political or propagandistic in- ^
only children and will probably
terest of any kind.
j acknowledge such letters or gifts
Great stress is laid on the fact, in a later letter. Packages, for
that we try to foster a personal example, may arrive overseas in
relationship between Foster Child j record time but existing railway
and Foster Parent, in firm belief j conditions and strikes som'etimes
that this is part of a child's re- ]delay deliveries. Also, the failure
habilitation. Material help is not i to receive mail from a child on
L'ticugh to heal these children of! time may be due to faulty shiptheir scars of war and resulting ' ping and mail facilities. Often a
maladjustments. These are chil-•

REMEMBER

Foster Parent will receive several
letters at one time, when a month
has gone by without mail from
the child. Children who do not
receive mail while others do, often
become emotionally
disturbed
Your letters written in English
are translated over there. Many
of these children have no personal
possessions other than the mail
they receive from their American
friends . . . so please write, won't
you? . . . and children love to have
their Foster Parents' photos, too.
Our work has grown considerably since the end of the war . . .
latest reports show that the tuberculosis rate has increased appallingly . . . 75% of the children
are tubercular or suspect. Funds
are now needed also for plastic
surgery, artificial limbs, artificial
eyes, so that the children who
have suffered so cruelly may have
the necessary aids to give some
comfort and hope and make their
lives more normal. The details of
this work are tremendous. Do

W e Have—They Haven't!

Tliefi/lushSox
Opposite the C a m p u s

E v e l y n a n d Arnold M e n k

CARTER'S
Cordially Invites You to Their

OPENING
Monday, November 21
A Useful Souvenir will be presented to any

Hollis Sundry and Variety

Rollins Student at any time during our
Opening Week.

Across from Piggly-Wlggly

We're New - We're Different
SODA F O U N T A I N
SUNDRIES

•

•

SANDWICHES

MAGAZINES

COSMETICS

•

•

•

Beautiful Gifts For A i l Age Groups

H O T SOUP

SCHOOL

SUPPLIES

V A R I E T Y ITEMS

CHINA

JEWELRY

CUTLERY

CRYSTAL

I N F A N T GIFTS

GREETING CARDS

THE BEST HAMBURGERS A N D HOT DOGS I N T O W N

Genuine Alligator Goods

WINTER-LAND
CLEANERS
Have our Campus
Pick

CARTERS
47

Representative

Up and Deliver

NOPTH
OP4MCI
C R I A N l)C

AVt.

Every Day

between 4:30 and 6:00.
ONE DAY SERVICE — N O EXTRA CHARGE

Phone 35771
1021 ORANGE A V E .

Your Dollars

. . . . Their

Children's

Destiny

Charity *

3Secui^!6^
New Postal Building

"

\^cfC^
Dial 4-5791
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Whee! The People
SIGMA NU NEWS
Congratulations, Don E. Brinegar, for your latest achievement:
pmning Jackie Bullock.
May
your times be happy ones.
The White Star boys were split
three ways this weekend: Tampa,
the Pelican and Harper's. Don
Brinegar, Don Matchett, Weyman Bennett and Barbara Uph;
got sand in their shoes, while Ron
Frymire, Bud High and Bob
Draughn caught up on their city
limit homework
with
Theta
pledges Saturday night.

X CLUB NEWS
Some undue pressure has been
placed upon us making it necessary to pen this article once again.
Things were .just lovely at the
Club this past weekend. It was
-o quiet and peaceful—all the
aoisemakers were gone. Several
vvent to the Pelican and Seet Justice went home to North Carolina. We understand that Jim
Kelly was in a wedding this past
A'eekend.
(Say a few words,
.51sie!) It has been a costly week,
ioo. One boy in the club is helping to beautify DeLand with his
Dick Saylors and Clyde Stevens ;veekly $25 contributions. Keep
spent their weekend at J o h n B. it up. Colonel.
Stetson University's homecoming,
at which our neighboring brothers fixed Mr. Saylors up.
ALPHA PHI LAMBDA
Dick Knott was introduced to
On the weekend of November 5,
the crow call Friday night at Har- the sands of New Smyrna gave ui
per's.
The crow brought him a very chilly welcome; by us 1
home, too much tea. Bob Mc- mean, Paul B. and Heather N.
Managle and Anne Garretson got 3ill C. and Marilyn B., Bob Mc
to the beach finally.
ind Carolyn H., Roland H. and
The Touchdown Club met Sat- Dottie M., Norby M. and Lynn B.,
urday and all members were pres- C. K. Robinson and Nancy R.,
ent. Toni DeUresti called the roll Sam G., and Ruth P., and Stan R.
and all presented their parley i n d date. The general sentiment
cards. Result, no one save Toni! jf the group was, "Baby it's cold
Dutside," but we all enjoyed i
selves. Some of the more hale
THETA TIDBITS
m d hardy went swimming in the
The pledges gave us a wonderafternoon, and one daring coupL
ful breakfast on Sunday morning,
jravely ventured out onto thi
November 6. After coffee and
beach in the evening. They can
donuts we all went to Chapel.
be easily identified by their mild
That same weekend found Ginny
jase of frostbite.
Fischbeck and Bobbie Davis in
St. Petersburg, and J a n e Ernster
Bob H. just walked in; h
in Jacksonville. Hobo was in couldn't come last week with u
Miami this past weekend.
to the Pelican because of Carol'
A telephone call from J u d y play rehearsal, so he and Carol
Baker surprised us. She will be went this week. C. K. Robinson
down here after Christmas. We is very happy that Bob went this
also had a nice visit with Jean week because he retrieved a letter
to a certain young lady that
Reinhart.
Not much else has happened. Charlie carelessly left at the Pelilast week. We all wish our
We are all looking forward to a
big homecoming next weekend. candidate for Homecoming Queen,
Heather Nichols, the best of luck
this Thursday when the school
CLOVERLEAFLETS
picks its queen.
It was almost a fad these last
two weekends to get away from
ning
and Ruth Pate, while this
the dear old Leaf. The week before last four members of our week's representatives were Carol
little family (?), Phyllis McRae, McKechnie and Joan Patton.
Congratulations to the "Bee"
Jans Ernster, Beth LaFiles and
Betty Saleeba, packed up and squad on that fine fame last
went to Jacksonville for the Flor- Thursday. We enjoyed it.
ida game.
By the way, Bart, our mascot,
Taking in the sun at the Pelican has returned to J a n McGaw's cold
two weeks ago were Dodi Man- cream jar.

M a k e a Lasting Impression

Last weekend, Ann Lewis flew
to Miami for a friend's wedding,
while Ginny, Fanch, Bobbie D.
d Cavicchi went to Pass-a-Grill.
Elaine is recovering from a misplaced shoulder.
Congrats to
Betty Kepler, elected secretary
of Rollins' Student Music Guild,
and to Tally Merritt, Penny Ford,
Buffy Burgland, and Lou Clarkson for their "orchids" job on the
Fred Stone plays.
REMEMBER deadline — Dec.
16 — for show book and score.
GET BUSY.

MINNA LEE
OF FLORIDA

o
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Gabardine Skirt $6.95
and a college girl's favorite sweater-

"GOOD T A S T E IS
A L W A Y S IN F A S H I O N "

CASHMERE $12.95 and $14.95
N o w open for t h e

Season,

j u s t in t i m e for y o u r w o n derful
and

1886—1949
63 years of F A I T H F U L SERVICE to Central Floridians
•

LAUNDRY

Homecoming
the

ahead.

Holiday
Catering

Dates
Season
to

the

Rollins Girls with the same
merchandise that has made

• DRY C L E A N I N G

our East Coast Shops

• DYE WORK

a c c e p t e d a u t h o r i t y in F l o r -

•

ida

RUG C L E A N I N G

the

Fashions.

• CERTIFIED COLD STORAGE

441 PARK AVE., N.
W I N T E R PARK
Orlando Steam Laundry, inc.
4 9 W . Concord, Orlando
3 0 8 Park Ave., Winter Park

SANDSPUR

FLORIDA

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17,

DELTA CHI DOPE
GRAB A BLANKET
! Prize statement of the week;
A Blanket Movie—A Rollins
The Inter-American Center «• i,
"Aw, this compass is screwy."
first—something new and enpresant the third in a series f
This little verbal gem was spoken
tertaining.
In
conjunction
Sunday afternoon movies
by our friend Mr. Oliver "Wrongwith the children's charity
Latin America next Sunday !
Way - Corrigan" Smith.
Ollie,
drive, the Chapel Committee
LOUr o'clock.
Ralph Seidel, and Fred Taylor
will show a good selection of
GOOD THINGS H A P p r ^
took off Friday afternoon for a
movies—TUESDAY
NIGHT,
3VER COFFEE is the first on th
"two-hour hop" to Melbourne and
NOVEMBER 22 at 7:30. The
jrogram of three films pianne
returned Saturday night from St. movies will be "Mexico City"
;or this week's program. The pit
Petersburg. What happened in
in Technicolor; "Seminoles of
iure shows glimpses of the cofff.
between? It's all as scrambled as the Everglades" also in Tech/rowing countries and the pf,
the egg "brunch" they had at the
nicolor; "Seeds of Destiny;"
:essing as well as the planting oj
home of Frank Ledgerwood in
"Naples to Cassino."
Dean
:offee.
St. Pete. Thanx to the men at
Enyart will be on hand to
Melbourne CAA weather station
HORSEMEN OF THE PAIJ,
start the cameras rolling. Come
for a place to sleep and coffee.
PAS is a 20 minute short on th,'
stag, come drag, and bring a
:owboys of Argentina, the famojj
The sleek green Pontiac of Jack
blanket. Everyone is invited.
jauchos. The film shows the pat.
"The Rock" wheeled up to the
(In case of rain, show will be
.ern of their daily life on the vasj
box office of the Prairie Lake held in Rec Hall).
Drive-In Saturday night.
The
Argentine plains.
famous mobster watched
the
PORTUGAL, a March of Time
cashier through narrowed eyes as TRAVEL PROSPECTS
The
International
Relations Forun* film is an objective pte.
he paid his admission. The big
sentation of the status of educa
Club
will
hold
its
second
meeting
car eased into a space, stopped,
tion, labor, economy, and indus.
and a stealthy figure emerged. of the year on Thursday, Novem- try in this land of beauty and
He crept silently to the rear of ber 17, at 7:30 in the Sullivan
charm.
the car and opened the trimk. House. Under discussion will be
Two more Sunday programs ate
Soundlessly a group of figures the possibility of sending some
planned,
for what so far has been
alighted from the trunk compart Rollins students to Europe next
an over capacity audience ot stu.
ment and slunk to their places
dents and townspeop'e, for the
within the car. Among them was
Mr. Jack Rien will speak on
fall term.
the "rock's" notorious henchman, this topic and explain the extent
Hugh Davis. Davis was later of the backing of this plan by
Baffin Bay, an Anartic island
heard exclaiming (out of the side the Carnegie Endowment.
A sea of North America, is icebound
of his mouth, of course), "Pretty movie, "Fury in the Pacific," will most of the year.
durn good pitcher."
also be shown, after the discusThe saxaphone musical instrument was invented in 1840.
sion. Everyone is invited.
LAMBDA CHI NEWS
Not much has happened over
at Hooker. Dave (Is you is or is
you ain't my baby) Meifert has
been studying hard. Which is the
unusual itenr for this week. Now
let's see, oh yeah, we brought our
Homecoming nominee over to the
One 1949 Jeepster — $1295
house the other day so she could
see us. Her name is Phyllis McCrae and after one look at us I'll
bet she wishes she were somebody
else. Gerry Murphy was elected
escort for the game. He's so shy
•
Jeepsters
and cute and sooo big.
The Baltic sea is nearly 950
Seen around the local brewery
•
S
tation W a g o n s
miles long and from 50 to 426 disposals recently were George
and Tid Bit, Don and Phyllis,
SALES A N D SERVICE
Kenny and Kenny, and Mac and
Joe.
PLANE RESERVATIONS
Congrats to Jack McCaslin for
GOOD USED CARS
Mr. Connor of the Eastern
pinning Ann Reeves!
Air Lines will be in the Student Center on Friday, NovemAndrew Carnegie. American
SUNSHINE MOTORS
ber 18th, from 9:30 a. m.-4:30 ironmaster
and
philanthropist
p. m., in order to make pi;
was born in Scotland.
reservations for the Christmas
Trinidad, Colorado i'; a trade
Holidays.
center for lumber. niK. miinng ,md
agriculture.

CHI O CUT-UPS
Little did we know what competition the Carnival would give
the Squirrel-Cage 'til the creatures who often chase around the
patio took the Chi Os for a merrygo-round. Seems that Betty was
really "spinning," while Ginger
and Phyllis brought home some
li'l white lambs.
What would Sidney say if he
knew Nan had skipped out with
four men the other night?
Lucy and Elaine rated a trip to
The Pi Phis have been further Stetson to root for the Rollins
honored by the selection of Pat Jay-Vee team Thursday night.
Warren as sponsor for the big Way to go!
game.
Indeed this weekend promises
PHI MUSINGS
to be an exciting one, so best of
Welcome to Marilyn Briggs,
luck to all you queenly gals and a
who now abodes on the first floor
happy Homecoming to all.
of Fox Hall; we celebrated with
a huge party, and combined it
ALPHA PHI PHUN
with Norma Jean and Barbara
Looking back on our Pelican Bower's birthdays. But a little
weekend, we retain fond visions tip to all the Phi Mus—keep your
that will tide us over until the doors locked: Briggsie loves to
next time. There was Marilyn hide your indispensible objects,
Naas saving George from the lighters, books, pens, etc.
sharks. Alex waking up in the
This Wednesday we're all anarms of that bench. Well, bugs ticipating our Open House party
are bugs. And who said Rosie for President Wagner and then
doesn't work here any more? a wonderful weekend of HomeWith our very own eyes we saw coming.
that convincing soft shoe. Our
opinion about wiener roasts is
GAMMA PHI GADDINGS
that they should be more and
Hip,
Hip Mac! The Gamma
oftener.
Phis are all still alive and shining
Lakeside saw the teacups come after a mighty rugged weekend.
out again last Friday, and the We've got to quit those early
Alpha Phis saw our Alumni for morning Canasta games though.
a little get-together over the Ten- We almost did loose one gal after
derleaf. Guest of honor was our her accident Friday. Jane is
visiting district governor, Jackie lucky to still be with us.
Palmer.
We scatter East, West
and
South this weekend. Ellie S. saw
the game in Tampa—after a battle
INDY PENNINGS
for seats. Darlene headed south
:r. and Mrs. Wagner attended for Lake Worth and then a con- |
last meeting and stayed for ference in West Palm Beach. Toi
refreshments, a House tour, and the coast for a cloudy day at Day-1
ping pong. Forty-five Indies en- tona were J a n e and Polly.
joyed their company.
PI PHI PATTER
Amid a flurry of preparations,
the Pi Phi's are all anxiously looking forward to a gay homecoming
weekend. Our five candidates for
queen include: Jean Mora, representing Sigma Nu;
Matilann
Thoms, the K.A. candidate; Cathy
Dawson, nominated by the Independent Men; Heather Nicholls,
sponsored by Alpha Phi Lambda,
and Phyllis MacRae, representing
the Lambda Chis.

nter American Movies

A BARGAIN!
JEEPS

